Detection of spatial repolarization abnormalities in patients with LQT1 and LQT2 forms of congenital long-QT syndrome.
The aim of this study is to detect the spatial current dispersion that appears in the T-wave of patients with congenital long-QT syndrome (LQTS). To observe this dispersion, magnetocardiograms (MCGs)--which have a high spatial resolution--of LQT1 patients (n = 7), LQT2 patients (n = 9) and a control group (n = 33) were recorded. The dispersion was evaluated by plotting current-arrow maps (CAMs) calculated from the MCG signals. In the case of LQT1, abnormal current arrows in the CAMs appeared above the inferior part of the heart in two LQT1 patients with a long corrected QT interval (QTc) (>0.6), and the current direction was from the left (origin side) to the right ventricular muscle (110 degrees). In six out of nine LQT2 patients, abnormal current arrows with angles below 20 degrees were observed above the right inferior part or lower septum; the current direction was from the right (origin side) to the left ventricular muscle. However, in the case of the LQT2 patients, the QTc values did not correlate with the abnormal current. These findings suggest that the origin of abnormal repolarization in LQT1 is the left ventricular muscle and the origin of that in LQT2 is the right ventricular muscle or lower septum. The estimation of the origin in LQTS patients can provide important information such as the risk factor of sudden death.